The Real Name Of God: Embracing
The Full Essence Of The Divine
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Reveals the real, whole name of God and its place within each of us â€¢ Explains how none of the
God-names commonly used in the Bible is Godâ€™s real name â€¢ Shows how the real name of
God unites all religions from both West and East â€¢ Includes spiritual techniques, prayers, poems,
and meditative chants to bring each of us into deep, personal, intimate, living relationship with God
Of the many names of God commonly used in the Bible and other sacred literature, none is
Godâ€™s real name. Every God-name, including YHWH, reflects only one of Godâ€™s many
aspects, such as the loving creator, the militaristic authoritarian, or the all-knowing judge. None
embodies the wholeness, the totality, the full Essence of God. Who then are we to speak to when
we seek God? If you canâ€™t truly know something until you know its name, how can we truly know
God? The culmination of years of translation research and etymological investigation, Rabbi Wayne
Dosickâ€™s work digs through many layers of presumption and deeply ingrained beliefs to reveal
the real name of God hiding in plain sight in the Bible: Anochi. He shows how this sacred name
unites all religions--both of the West and the East. The name Anochi enables us to finally meet the
whole, complete, real God--both the grand God of the vast universe and the God of breath, soul,
and heart who dwells within each of us. This in-depth exploration of Godâ€™s name includes
spiritual techniques, poems, guided prayers, and meditative chants to bring each of us into
personal, intimate, and purposeful relationship with God. By knowing the real name of God, we can
affirm the connection to the Divine at the core of our being. We can touch the face of God that
resides deep within us all.
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I have watched for decades for an explanation that would make sense of the numerous references
to God. I heard from religious teachers, parents, read various bibles, and heard self proclaimed
religious experts all fumble this important point. Some ducked under cover of answering with
YHWH, the unknowable or unpronounceable name of God.Others said that God's name is different
in each language. Some tried deception and said that God had thousands of names, take your pick,
they were all the same in meaning. And yet I did not hear the complete truth in anything that any of
them said.I wondered why some expert didn't study the ancient writings and determine how the
ancients refereed to God in all the different manners. Was is so impossible to translate the Aramaic
into modern English? Well, someone finally did and here it is. Finally, the mystery is satisfactorily
solved and a lot more. "The Real Name of God" delivers the hierarchical background to the office of
God on Earth, sensible translations of the discussion between Pharoh and Moses in the Jewish
Bible, and how to find the God within you. Appropriate prayers in the name of the one God finish up
the book.It's a short 200 page read, and well worth the price if you want to settle this long standing
mystery about the names of God.

I have had a Near-Death Experience and went on to research the experience at UConn Medical
School. What I experienced and what the 100s that weinterviewed experienced is in alignment with
this well written book.Rabbi Dosick explains in a beautiful way about how IT is all one God. My heart
was so filled by his explanations that I had to buy the CD too.All together this is a spiritual
experience that excludes no one! And fills the reader/listener with what near-death experiencers are
tryingto tell us. God is always God and the action of God is Unconditional Love. So when we live
Unconditional Love we are in touch with the Godin us! Hard to explain but Everywhere and in
everyone.This book comes as close as I have read, to explain the Oneness and Love that is God.

Rabbi Dosick's research leads him to discover the name of the all-loving and all encompassing
God. This discovery shifts the focus from a hierarchical notion of the Divine to an intimate, mystical
awareness of Love itself. As the book draws to a close, readers are left with the hope that Rabbi
Dosick's discovery might provide a doorway through which Jews, Christians and Muslims might
walk -- together. One God, one people.

"THE REAL NAME OF GOD" by Rabbi Wayne Dosick is a real gift. The author brings his many
years of experience as a Rabbi and university professor to guide us on a journey that is both

scholarly and heartfelt. His ideas and concepts are clearly explained,making the book very easy to
read and understand. By providing us with the Real Name of God, Rabbi Dosick opens us up to
experience God in all facets of life. A brilliant writer, he creatively enlightens us with profound
truth.There are beautiful chants, meditations and teachings on the CD ( available on the website:
([...]) that enhance and deepen the experience. As I read the book and listen to the CD, I am always
transformed and inspired by its wisdom,becoming more conscious of bringing God into the everyday
experiences in my life.I highly recommend "THE REAL NAME OF GOD". It has touched my heart
and soul and helps me be and live a more God-centered life.

Judaism recognizes so many different names of God, it's hard to keep them all straight. The author
makes a great case for the one true name of God.

The real name of God is always debated among the world's religions. YHWH, is one. Allah is
another. God, of course, is one. But what is the real one? Rabbi Wayne Dosick's studies
presumptions, beliefs, tangible items, and tries to come up with the one name that is acceptable.
What he finds is that Anochi is the sacred name that unites all religions - East and West. But, how?
Well,read the title!Spiritual techniques, poems, and guided prayers are included in Dosick's study
enter the relationship with God that people treasure to refrain from offending anyone in coming up
with one acceptable name. He argues that by knowing the real name of God, we can strengthen the
ties and connections we all strive for. But, what does each religion say? Well, do your own research.
Dosick has given us something, at least.Ralph Dosick, Ph.D is a Rabbi in San Diego and a former
faculty member of the University of San Diego. Although the title may read like a mystery novel,
Dosick maintains that his conclusions are in plain view and is the "source of life". So, whatever you
call Him, Dosick will give you something to think about - and it's worthwhile.
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...so Many Names...So Many Characteristics...for Our ONE GOD!
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